
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

October 
19th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 
19th  Chess 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
20th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 
23rd  Hands on Science Incursion Yr 4 
23rd  After-School Robotics Rescue Club Members 
24th  SMART8  Yrs 3-6 
24th  2018 Prep Transition Session 2018 Preps 
24th  Hands on Science Incursion Yr 4 
24th Electrical Engineering 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
24th After-School Lego League Robotics Members 
24th Mandarin Classes 3:30 – 4:30 Yrs1-2 
25th  Hands on Science Yr Prep 
25th  Coding 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
26th  Prime Science Incursion Yr 6 
26th  Chess 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
27th  Hands on Science Yr Prep 
27th  Syndal Cricket Gala Tournament Yr 6 
27th  Whole School Annual Disco Everyone 
31st  SMART8 Yrs 3-6 
31st  Electrical Engineering 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
31st  Mandarin Classes 3:30 – 4:30 Yrs1-2 
   

November 

1st  Yarra Valley Water Incursion Yr 1 
1st Coding 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
2nd Chess 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 Members 
3rd  Interschool Sport Yr 6 
6th After-School Robotics Rescue Club Members 
7th  MELBOURNE CUP DAY – NO SCHOOL 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
 
Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community, 
 
Welcome back to school and also the final term of the 
2017 school year! I trust you’ve had a wonderful two 
week break. 
 
It certainly has been wonderful listening to the various 
holiday stories the children have to share such as trips 
to the movies, the Royal Melbourne Show, family 
expeditions etc – it really is a privilege to have school 
holidays and be able to experience such wonderful 
times with family and friends.  
 
What happened at our school during the holidays? 
The school holidays are an opportune time for tasks to 
be completed throughout our school. These holidays 
we: 

 Completed additional landscaping works near 
the school oval  

 Filled the sandpits with sand  

 Continued refurbishing the art room and 

 Continued with the construction of our new 
gymnasium.  

 
Staff Update: 
In lieu of Mr. Jeff de Villa’s appointment as Acting 
Principal at Greyer PS, I am very pleased to announce 
that Mrs. Andrea Lowe has been appointed as Acting 
Assistant Principal for the remainder of this year and 
also for 2018. Mrs Lowe will continue teaching Class 6E 
for the remainder of the year and will be released on 
Fridays to undertake her Assistant Principal 
responsibilities.  
 
 

 UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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School Gymnasium Update 
Over the holidays the 
builders continued to make 
excellent progress with our 
gymnasium, they 
predominately focused on 
installing the roof.  Over the 
next fortnight they will 
concentrate on: 
 

 Completing the roofing, 
including the flashing, 
gutters and exhaust fans 

 

 Sewer and  
 

 Structural steel for the 
entrance and amenities 
sections 

 

Year Prep to Three Swimming Program  
By the time this newsletter is distributed, our annual Years Prep to Three Swimming program will be almost completed 
and it has been wonderful to see how much the children’s swimming and water safety skills have improved. A sincere 
thank you to the numerous parents who organised the children - not an easy task to do particularly considering home 
learning, brain food, lunch, notices etc are also required.  
Also congratulations, thank you and well done to Mr McCormick, Mrs Hardy and Mrs Lowe for their fabulous organisation 
of this extremely important part of the curriculum.  
 
Curriculum Update 
Throughout Term Four the children will continue to complete a variety of learning tasks which are designed to challenge 
their metacognition whilst also embrace their various learning goals. Please refer to Mrs. Helen Tomecek’s curriculum 
overview which outlines the Science units of learning the children will be completing.   
 
Vacation Care Program 
It was wonderful to see the large number of children who participated in the recent Vacation (School Holiday) Care 
program, which was once again an outstanding success with the children completing a magnitude of activities. 
Congratulations to Maddy and Meeta (our fabulous co-ordinators), their assistants and thank you to the numerous 
families who supported the program.  
 
 

 

Congratulations to Darren Chee  
Darren was our school’s 2015 Science Captain and as one 
would expect he has a real passion for all things science. 
Recently the Synchrotron held their annual Open Day with 
in excess of 4000 people attending and Darren 
participated by implementing a variety of information 
sessions for the visitors. Attached are some photographs 
of Darren presenting.  
It really is wonderful to hear from past students 
particularly stories such as this, which demonstrate the 
children’s love and passion for learning. Well done, 
congratulations and thank you Darren (and family) for 
sharing your amazing journey, passion and growth in this 
area of the curriculum.    
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Glen Waverley Uniting Church – Grand Fete 
Included in this newsletter is a brochure advertising the Glen Waverley Uniting Church Annual Grand Fete that 
is being held this Saturday, 21st October from 8:30am to 2:00pm. The Church is aiming to raise $25,000 to assist 
with their outreach work. Please place this event in your calendar, as it would be wonderful to see members of 
our school community supporting the Uniting Church.  
 
 
 

 

Congratulations to the following students who received The Terrific Kids Award for Term Three 
2017: 
 
Rayhan (Prep E) 
Rayhan is a very kind-hearted person who always puts others first. He is always willing to 
support his peers where he can, for example he ensures all of his friends are playing in safe 
environments and that they are playing fairly. Rayhan is constantly developing his confidence 
and independence and sets a fantastic example to his peers with his honesty and fairness. 

Kyra (5D) 
Kyra has been an exemplary example of a successful learner in Year 5. She has 
shown that she is a respectful and caring individual who encourages others to 
be their personal best. Additionally, Kyra has upheld the school values and 
shown resilience and persistence in all areas of the curriculum. Her growth 
mindset has developed further during her time in Level 5 and she has 
demonstrated the school values in every area of the curriculum. She sets 
personal and academic goals and develops her own strategies to ensure she 
achieves them and celebrates her struggles and accomplishments. Kyra should 
be congratulated on her fantastic attitude to learning and be extremely proud 
of herself.  

 

 

Ahmed (1A) 
Ahmed is a very friendly and reliable member of 1A.  He co-operates at all times with both his teachers and classmates 
and demonstrates excellent manners in the classroom, always following class rules.  He is popular with his peers both 
inside and outside the classroom and will always offer assistance to his classmates if he can help them in any way.  
Ahmed is a very enthusiastic learner displaying a mature outlook and being a ‘quiet achiever’. He shows initiative in his 
learning, approaching tasks with a growth mindset and he always strives to reach his full potential, completing written 
tasks to a high standard.   Ahmed contributes thoughtfully, taking his turn in class discussions, and he displays respect to 
others.  Well done and congratulations Ahmed! 
 
Kheenav (3C) 
Kheenav is to be congratulated for his dedicated approach to building on his current understandings and stretching his 
thinking to achieve more, grow more and understand more. With a passion for being right, he consistently aims to prove 
his thinking in mathematics and can build the understanding of his peers by adding on with interest, sharing his opinions 
and building on that of others.  Kheenav infers and connects concepts and comprehends in-depth, complex ideas to a 
deep level and has demonstrated that he can transfer and apply his new learning. Kheenav is also a wonderful class 
citizen who respects his peers has shown developing maturity throughout the year. Well done Kheenav! 
 

 

2018 Enrolments  
I would like to remind families with children who will be beginning school in 2018 that we are taking enrolments now 
and that they are also closing rapidly as we only have a very small number of positions available. I strongly encourage 
you to ensure you return your child’s enrolment form to Jenny, Kylie or Julie in the main office as soon as possible.  
We also ask that members of our school community assist us by informing any of their neighbours of the enrolment 
procedures and direct them to the office to collect an enrolment form or our school website – www.glenps.vic.edu.au 
School tours are available every Tuesday morning commencing at 9:30 and upon request.  Please call the school on 9802 
9938 to book a tour. 

 

Congratulations Rayhan, Ahmed, Kheenav and Kyra – what a fabulous achievement!  

 

http://www.glenps.vic.edu.au/
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Principal Learning Awards 
As Principal, I also believe that it is very important that I acknowledge the wonderful learning the students complete and as 
a result I have a term award for each class.    
 
Congratulations to the following students who received The Principal’s Learning Award for Term Three: 

 

Prep A – Congratulations Miranda, Term Three has been 
your best term of learning yet!  You’re learning and growth 
mindset are a shining example of what can be achieved with 
the right mindset.  You always embrace the learning journey, 
can clearly articulate where you sit and have developed 
wonderful strategies for getting yourself out of The Learning 
Pit.  This has all resulted in some outstanding academic 
results, with your reading, writing and mathematics really 
taking off.  Your willingness to act on feedback from peers 
and teachers, for instance when re-drafting your narrative, 
has resulted in some amazing outcomes, The Flying 
Grasshopper is a story you should be very proud of.  I hope 
you take this wonderful mindset and use it all your life to 
become someone as amazing to the world as you are to 
Prep A. 

 

Prep B – Henry for consistently striving to complete his personal best during all learning experiences ensuring that he is 
giving 100% effort. Every day Henry always seeks challenges and with his persistence and determination always strives to 
achieve them.  He understands that in order to learn you need to feel the productive struggle and sometimes be at the 
bottom of the ‘Learning Pit’, he always applies this in the classroom. He is a valued part of our Prep community saying 
“hello” to teachers, parents, and students whenever he sees them. Well done Henry on all of your achievements, you 
should be very proud of yourself! 

Prep C – Alexander has a quiet and creative enjoyment of writing and illustrating. He has influenced and inspired many of 
his peers. Alexander was our first class member to attend Writers’ Club and has since been joined by an abundance of his 
peers, also enthusiastic to explore writing. He loves to challenge himself in reading, achieving fantastic results and 
working towards his personal goals. Alexander has utilised the Learning Pit to understand the learning processes involved 
in Mathematics. Alexander has taught his peers how to use Book Creator and in doing so, has also considerably 
developed his public speaking skills. Well done, Alexander! 

Prep D – Aarihant is a highly motivated student who strives to do his personal best. He works hard at achieving his goals 
and eagerly contributes to class discussions. Aarihant listens attentively and has demonstrated an exceptional 
understanding of the topics taught in class. He has made excellent progress in all areas of the curriculum and should be 
very proud of his achievements. Well done Aarihant and keep up the sensational learning! 
 
Prep E – Vikas is a hard working student who tries his personal best in all of his learning tasks. He works tough and is 
consistently building his independence this has resulted in him achieving his learning goals. Vikas has developed an “I Can 
Do It Attitude”, which is evident throughout, his learning. He is accepting of others and always welcomes others into his 
group. Well Done Vikas on your progress this year. 
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Principal Learning Awards (Cont’d) 

 
1A – Ravindu is a co-operative and enthusiastic learner who 
displays a growth mindset at all times.   He is a wonderful 
contributor to class discussions both as an active listener and when 
sharing his thoughts.  He challenges his thinking and that of his 
classmates. Ravindu completes written learning tasks with a great 
attitude and he is always keen to problem solve and learn more. 
Ravindu shows care and compassion to his peers and as a result is 
popular with his classmates.  He is a great role model for others 
and has completed a great term’s learning.  Well done, Ravindu! 
 
1B – Kritthik for consistently displaying the “You Can Do It’ five 
keys to success.  Kritthik shows his personal best and he is willing 
to challenge his thinking to expand his learning.  Well done Kritthik, 
keep up the excellent learning, I am very proud of you!  

 1C – Congratulations Tuba on an outstanding Term 3 at Glen Waverley Primary School. You have demonstrated consistent 
persistence with your learning, especially in your reading. Your achievements have been incredible and you should feel 
extremely proud of yourself! Thank you for being such a kind and caring friend to others in the classroom and the 
playground. Keep up the amazing work Tuba, well done! 
1D - Daniel has demonstrated a positive ‘I can do it attitude” and has shown great leadership qualities. He shows genuine 
care and respect for his peers and teachers. Daniel gives 100% effort towards his independent learning and takes great pride 
in the presentation of his learning. Well Done Daniel! 
1E – Theenu is an enthusiastic learner who has shown great persistence and resilience throughout her learning. She has 
worked extremely hard with improving her reading and has jumped from strength to strength demonstrating that with 
consistent effort and hard work, you can achieve anything! I am so proud of you, Congratulations and well done Theenu! 

 2A – Isaac has been an exceptional learner in 2A, embracing every 
learning opportunity and challenges with a growth and positive 
mindset. He consistently shown enthusiasm towards all learning 
tasks and excellent cooperation with his peers and teacher. Isaac, 
you have been an outstanding role model in 2A. Congratulations 
and keep up with your super effort! 
2B – Throughout Term Three, Kaitlyn has grown both socially and 
academically at tremendous speed. She has consistently put 
forward her best effort into her learning, especially her writing 
where she has produced fantastic and creative pieces. Kaitlyn is a 
bubbly student and has the ability to get along with anyone in the 
classroom which has resulted in her developing beautiful 
friendships this year. Well done on such a fantastic term Kaitlyn. 
2C – Tejas has demonstrated a high level of learning and 
achievement in 2C.  He approaches all areas of his learning with 
dedication and enthusiasm, and continues to challenge himself 
when areas of learning are difficult. His constant commitment to 
learning and teamwork has been well noted by his peers and his 
teacher.  Tejas your enthusiasm towards your learning sets a great 
example for your peers in 2C to follow.  Congratulations and well 
done Tejas, keep up the awesome effort.  
2D - Throughout Term 3, Diti has demonstrated an exceptional 
learner resilience when faced with new challenges. Everyday Diti 
enters the classroom with an infectious love for learning and uses 
her problem solving skills and initiative to reach the ‘Eureka’ 
moment. Well done Diti, You should be so proud of all of your 
achievements this year! 

 

2E – Throughout Term Three, Thinuli has been an 
outstanding student and peer. She challenges herself 
daily to think deeply and explore concepts that 
continuously throw her into the Learning Pit. She 
relishes in deep discussion and takes time to ponder, 
rather than racing to a conclusion. She approaches her 
learning with a positive and growth mindset and 
continues to excel in most areas. Well-liked by all, 
Thinuli shows a maturity and kindness beyond her 
years and has been especially helpful to her  
new teacher, guiding her and always lending 
a hand. Well done on a fantastic  
term Thinuli! 
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3A - Hasaru is a wonderfully committed student who 
has made massive improvements in his reading due to 
his outstanding commitment to his learning.  In class 
Hasaru continually demonstrates excellent ‘Getting 
Along’ skills with his peers, showing the school values of 
respect and empathy on a daily basis.  
3B – Congratulations Suprit on the great choices you 
have made all term on improving your learning and 
behaviour. Suprit has proactively chosen to concentrate 
more and focus on improving his knowledge and 
understanding. This has been demonstrated in the great 
improvement in his knowledge of time, addition, 
subtraction and effective use of his reader’s notebooks. 
Awesome work Suprit, keep up the great effort !!!! 

 3C – Dulcie is to be commended for being a diligent learner. She has a developing understanding of a growth mindset 
and as a result has grown in leaps and bounds in her independent learning by asking questions, attending workshops 
and working collaboratively with her peers. Dulcie has shone in the impressive learning she undertakes, especially in 
the area of Literacy and has developed strategies to assist her during a productive struggle. She has made tight 
connections with friends this term and is to be congratulated for being a persistent and resilient classroom 
citizen. Dulcie, you have had a fabulous term, keep up the fabulous effort and continue reaching for the stars! 
3D – Congratulations Kisara, on your fabulous achievements throughout Term Three. Kisara, you are a quiet achiever 
with an excellent work ethic and you are an absolute pleasure to teach. Not only do you produce a consistently high 
standard of learning, but importantly you are a caring and friendly classmate and student. Your maturity, dedication 
and concentrated efforts are reflected in the way in which you interact with your peers, participate in lessons and 
complete your learning to an exceptional standard. It is amazing to see the way in which you focus your attention and 
channel your positive mindset. Keep on soaring! 

4A – Angie has shown absolute resilience when faced with challenges this term in 4A. It is inspiring to see her mental 
strength when finishing her learning, as she has grown from saying "I have finished" to "I have found an area of growth, 
tell me about your thinking." This skill will support her beyond the classroom. Angie is reflective in this way and 
comments positively on her 'error alarm' using it to heighten her focus and raise her awareness of the metacognition 
needed to extend her learning. 
4B – This is awarded to Senula for always being such a diligent role model in our learning community. You can always 
be looked towards for positive learning behaviours and growth language. This is shown in the way you consistently say 
‘You have sparked my thinking’ and ‘The misconception that I grew most from was…’. You should feel proud of the 
synaptic connections you have made in your learning this term. You also self-regulate your learning needs by reflecting 
on whether your brain needs concrete materials, pictorial representations or an abstract idea. Congratulations Senula 
on a sensational term of learning! I can’t wait to see you learn, grow and achieve throughout your journey in Level 4. 
4C – Congratulations to Amrish for earning the Principal's Learning Award this term. You have shown immense growth 
in learner resilience throughout the term, which has been reflected in your actions inside and outside of the learning 
space. You consistently strive to achieve your personal best in your learning, as well as apply far transfer of what our 
school values would look, sound and feel like. Your caring nature is an incredible asset to 4C's learning community. I 
look forward to seeing you continue to flourish and grow as a successful life-long learner. You should be extremely 
proud of your achievements to date, well done! 
4D – Joseph has continued to show excellent commitment and endeavour to his learning. He has shown great growth 
in his approach to all classroom procedures and expectations. Joseph has continually shown amazing enthusiasm, 
effort and resilience towards all of his learning tasks. This term Joseph has made a huge effort to try the task before 
asking for help as he is now aware that FAIL, stands for First Attempt In Learning. Well done keep up this amazing new 
approach to your learning! 
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Principal Learning Awards (Cont’d) 

 
4E – Brian is an extremely focussed learner and valuable 
classmate in many ways. He is a fabulous role model of 
independent learning yet is also an asset to his group in 
collaborative learning scenarios. Brian routinely and 
thoughtfully reflects on all of his learning at a deep level, 
ensuring he gets the most he can out of every learning task. 
He is also kind and caring towards his peers and teachers, 
often quietly using his initiative to help others with whatever 
they may need. Brian is also a gifted mathematician who 
willingly and articulately shares his thinking and expertise 
with others. He is also humble in relation to all of his 
academic achievements and has a great sense of humour 
that he enjoys sharing with 4E. 

 

5A – Congratulations Chathu on making such wonderful progress this term with an increased level of maturity. You 
enter the ‘learning pit’ with great determination, and use effort together with strategies in a productive struggle for 
that EUREKA moment.  I am so proud of your improvement in listening attentively and staying focussed on your 
learning. You show care towards others and often support class members with Digital Technologies. 
5B – Congratulations to Ally for her exemplary disposition and commitment to learning. She models a 'growth 
mindset' at every turn, from historical inquiries to writing challenges and even dancing centre stage. Ally always 
strives to achieve her best. She is mature and sensible, and will often help resolve social situations around her. Not 
only does Ally have a record of high academic performances, she readily supports her classmates in their learning 
too. Furthermore, she is a quick thinker who can make excellent choices to better manage and lead group tasks. 
Well done on your exceptional efforts this semester, Ally. 
5C – Congratulations on a phenomenal term Kisandi. You have displayed fantastic growth in your self-confidence 
and ability to work through the ‘productive struggle’. I have been amazed at the effort you continually put in with 
all learning tasks, and the care you give to the presentation of your book/digital work. Thank you for always being a 
kind, considerate and resilient classmate. 
5D – Throughout the year, Nadhrah has shown she is a confident and resilient individual who constantly displays 
the Glen Waverley values. She shows respect to teachers and peers, and has made many positive relationships with 
others in the Level 5 cohort. She has settled in beautifully to our school community and constantly strives to show 
her personal best in all areas of her learning. Congratulations on being such a deserving recipient of the Principal’s 
Learning Award, Nadhrah! 
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6A – Viduwantha is an incredibly hard worker 
who should be very proud of all his 
achievements to date. He consistently shows 
all our school values and approaches every 
day with integrity and respect for others.  He 
is considerate towards teachers and peers, 
going above and beyond to offer a kind word 
and a helping hand. Congratulations on a 
wonderful year so far Vidu, you are a pure joy 
to teach! 

 

6B – Joy's dedication to her learning, her desire to achieve her best, and her willingness to 'have a go' when faced with 
challenging work tasks, is amazing to see. When she finds herself 'deep in the Learning Pit', she will find a way to emerge 
with a 'EUREKA!' at the other end, and builds her abilities each and every day in the classroom. Above all else however, 
Joy is kind-hearted, and caring, and wants nothing but the best for those around her. She should be immensely proud of 
all she has achieved this term. Keep up the brilliant learning Joy! 
6C – Nathan has shown tremendous growth throughout the year. He has tackled challenges with maturity and 
persistence, and should be extremely proud of the way he has conducted himself. Nathan has become an extremely 
active learner and is always willing to seek assistance, to improve his writing or understand new mathematical concepts. 
He is resilient while problem solving and understands that productive struggle is a step towards success. I want to 
congratulate Nathan for his amazing effort towards his learning. Keep up the good work! 
6D – It has been a joy to have Umar in my class this year. He has shown great maturity throughout the term. Umar is 
respectful of his peers and teachers and ensures he follows the classroom expectations. He attempts learning tasks with 
a growth mindset to allow for amazing learning!  
6E – Jasmine sees anything she does not know as a learning opportunity, and she works hard to open her mind to new 
possibilities. She has worked conscientiously towards the exemplary time management she currently displays over the 
course of this year. Jasmine has grown spectacularly over the course of this year, and she will be successful at anything 
she sets her mind to throughout her life with her brilliant attitude and love of a productive struggle. Well done, Jasmine. 

 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  

 
Prep C 

 Aleesha and Deneth for writing fabulous recounts about their holidays  

 Yash for being a great friend 
 
1A 

 Jessica for dancing at the Karwa Chauth dancing event  
1C 

 Navi, Chethiya and Isira for being really responsible members of our  
school community  

1E 

 Cyrus for writing an amazing story about Zombies  

 Zachary L, Cyrus and Senon for using origami to write a procedure as to how it make a farm animal  
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Principal Awards (Cont’d) 
2A 

 Rhys, Aditi, Mihika, Isaac and Ryan for writing amazing reflections about their learning in Term 3  

 Aarushi for writing a beautiful card for my office  
2B 

 Parin for creating a wonderful video about the importance of water safety using iMovie  
2C 

 Thisha and Movindee for being so creative and thoughtful by making a beautify poster for my office  
2D 

 Chiru, Nishtha and Kiya for drawing the most amazing picture about Diwali for my office  

 Aryaa for being a very supportive friend  

 Nishtha and Ooviya for creating a wonderful video about the importance of water safety using iMovie 
2E 

 Peeyush for creating a wonderful video about the importance of water safety using iMovie 

 
3A 

 Christina, Ann and Liam for learning all about fractions, percentages and decimals using quoits  

 3C 

 Mayank for being a very thoughtful member of our school community and for 
singing a song about mean, mode, medium and range 

 Kevin and Yashvi for challenging and researching their misconceptions about the 
English language  

 Senuth for creating a wonderful piece about the importance of recycling  

 Omar for being a great friend  

 Neil for receiving a trophy and certificate from the Waverley Victory soccer 
club  

 Dulcie and Aeryn for making amazing progress with their mathematical learning. 
They have learnt about mean, mode, medium and range 

 The entire class of 3C who demonstrated clear understanding and explanation 
of mean, median and mode through their investigation of trends in skittle 
packets. 

 
4A 

 Rosheen, Uthum, Reshen and Gautham for writing an amazing reflections about 
the importance of the learning Pit in order to persuade me  

4B 

 The whole class for creating the most amazing anchor charts about the Learning 
Norms in their classroom 

 Sayuni for competing in two gymnastics competitions. At the Eastern 
Invitational she received first place in floor, second place in bars and vault and 
third in beam. Overall she placed second. Sayuni also competed in the 
Regional Qualifiers and placed first in Beam, Vault, Floor and second in Bars. 
Overall first and has now qualified for the Junior Victorian Championships 
which are being held at the Geelong Arena on the 12th and 13th of November!  

 Jayda P for being an amazing and very supportive friend  

 Eloise, Jayda T, Tiffany and Senula for reflecting deeply about their maths 
problem and for using pictures to represent their learning  

4D 

 Chanel and Hilary for making a beautiful bracelet for me which also has my 
name on it  
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Happy Birthday to the following students who celebrated their 
special day during the first half of October:   

 

Prep C: Abhi 
Prep D: Inayat 
Prep E: Menuki and Rayhan 
1B: Keesha 
1C: Kiara 
1D: Jennifer and Seyara 
1E: Zachary H,  
2A: Ryan and Aditi 
2B: Arya  
2D: Kiya and Michelle  
2E: Linaya and Arman 
3A: An 
3C: Dulcie 
3D: Alizeh and Vidu 
4A: Reshen, Manasvi and Nethaya 
4B: Helaka, Jayda and Daphne 
4C; Lewis and Tyler  
4D: Aarush, Hilary and Sissi 
4E: Charlie, Gaviru, Tulaib and Fatema  
5A: Karina 
5B: Amanda, Carol, Harindra and Dinil 
5C: Thisaga, Vishal and Vicky 
5D: Emily 
6A: Ryan and Vimani 
6B: Jayden, Shubham, Dahami and Riya 
6E: Jazselle, Manasi, Millie and Anushka 

 
Wishing everyone a safe and happy 
fortnight,  
Frank Catalano 
Principal  
 

 
The benefits of FlexiBuzz for our school community are:  

 

- Instant messages can be pushed out to your smartphone or tablet as a “push notification” 

- Push Notifications will contain reminders and timely information about events happening around 

our school 

- You will be able to add these school based events to your personal calendar 

- You can access school newsletters, canteen price lists and more via your smartphone 

- You can notify the school if your child is absent by sending a message from your smartphone 

- You will be kept-up-to-date with information regardless of where you are.  

 

The FlexiBuzz app is available on iPhone, iPad, iPod, Android Phone, Android Tablet and Windows 

phone devices. If you don’t have a mobile device, there is also an app available for the computer, 

both on Mac and PC. 

 



CURRICULUM CORNER 
 

 

 TERM 4  
SPARKING OUR CURIOSITY WITH SCIENCE 

Science helps our children to think about what could happen before 
they do it, to create a hypothesis in their mind. Children learn that not 
everything works the first time and some experiments will not succeed 

but to find out what went wrong and try again. 

 
Through the final term of 2017 each year level will have a Science focus which will be interwoven across different 
curriculum areas including English and Mathematics. 

Foundation 
The students in Prep are using their senses to explore the science in making the best Prep Prom. They will 
investigate how a great performance is made through purposeful design of light, sound, movement, costume and 
choreography. They students will use science to design and create the event which to engage the audience 
through building and understanding of senses and using the effects of light and sound to impact on the audience. 
In doing so the students will develop science skills such as drawing and labelling diagrams. Drawing is a very 
important skill in science as it can help students develop ideas, record observations and sort information.  
By developing the best Prep Prom the students will discover the science they use in their daily lives and it will be 
an exciting celebration of their first year at Glen Waverley Primary. 
 
Year 1 
The students in Year One will focus on the importance of water in our world including where it comes from and 
how to preserve it. They will investigate the different states of water and connect this to the water cycle and the 
different places where these water states exist such as ice in polar ice-caps, water in oceans and lakes and gas as 
water vapour in clouds. 
They will build an understanding that water affects all living things and everyday day living especially through 
droughts and the impact it has for irrigation and crops and also contrast with effects of floods.   
They will explore how water can be used wisely for a more sustainable future and consider human usage and how 
to manage it better as a responsible global citizen. 
 
Year 2 
The Science Unit for Year Two students will focus on learning about the different pushes and pulls and how the 
students can identify these within different situations. They will observe the ways objects move and describe their 
movement including contact forces of physical pushes, friction, resistance, natural forces or traction from the 
ground and field forces such as gravity or magnetism. 
The students will also explore the factors of size and shape on the movement of objects and they will link this to 
the movement of their own toys including bats and balls. 
Through the term the students will discover that forces are at work in everything they do from pushing open the 
doors to tying their shoelaces. Also that gravity pulls on things to make them fall down or keep them down. The 
students will begin to understand that scientists and engineers use their study of forces to design better bridges, 
faster planes and to reduce the forces that impact on people such as air bags in car accidents. 
 
Year 3 
The students in Year Three will be building their understanding of the composition and behaviour of different 
substances in the world. They will also investigate how these materials affect peoples’ lives and using their 
discoveries to inform their decisions and actions for a sustainable future. 
The students will begin by investigating a range of everyday materials such as wool, metal weights, plastic bowls, 
clothes, paper, books and pens.  They will sort, describe and explain what they are made from and why they are 
made. This will lead into the different properties of materials and the reasons designers and engineers use the 
certain materials. In turn this will help create using the best possible materials and make informed selections 
when designing or inventing on their own with consideration for the environment.  
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Year 4 
The students in Year Four will be extending their knowledge and understanding of forces with a focus on the external 
influences that can change the motion, direction and shape of objects and the developing understanding that all 
living things can apply and be affected by forces. They will explore the forces of pushes and pulls on objects when 
they move slide, bounce and spin.  
The students will investigate the magnitude and direction of forces and record their observations in different ways 
including flow charts, tables, labelling and arrows. One of the exciting explorations to be undertaken will be with 
small catapults. The students will lead their inquiry through questioning and develop a the valid scientific processes 
including making predictions, conducting fair tests, collecting and organizing the data, conducting multiple trails to 
verify results making comparisons and drawing conclusions based on evidence.  
 
Year 5 
The students in Year Five will investigate physical and chemical change in their unit entitled Change Detectives. The 
students will explore the factors that influence change in materials and the rate at which they occur. The unit 
encourages the students to make links between the world around them and changes that they experience in their 
everyday lives. It will allow them to create, explore and understand how and why things change. Students will 
participate in hands-on tasks and student-planned investigations. They will create cross-curricular opportunities to 
apply their learning. We will be investigating what makes things change, why solids, liquids and gases react 
differently and how particles move and react as they change. They will investigate the properties and behaviour of 
chemicals/materials.  Students will explore reversible and irreversible changes that occur when chemicals are mixed. 
As they build an understanding of why and how substances change, both physically and chemically they will be 
comprehend the design and development things around them such as food preservation and fire control. 
 
Year 6                                
Essential Energy is scientific investigation for Year Six students who will develop an understanding of energy, the 
different forms it can take and that it cannot be created or destroyed, rather transformed and stored. Students 
explore about transfer and the transformations of electricity, and further develop an understanding that energy flows 
through systems. They construct simple electric circuits and distinguish between open and closed circuits.  The 
students compare different ways in which energy can be transformed from one form to another to generate 
electricity and evaluate their suitability for purposes. 
Through the unit students will explain how scientific knowledge is used in decision making and develops from many 
people’s contributions. They discuss how scientific understandings, discoveries and inventions affect peoples’ lives. 
Students will analyse the benefits and weaknesses of both renewable and non-renewable resources, and consider the 
most sustainable moving forward. They will inquire how different countries and cultures harness energy, identifying 
ethical and intercultural considerations. Students will analyse what kinds of renewable resources are available in 
Australia and how we currently use them. Finally, they will make links to service learning and design and create a 
project that will encourage our school community to become more sustainable and reduce our negative impact on 
the environment.  
 
Kind Regards, 
Helen Tomecek – Acting Assistant Principal 
 





 

WHAT ARE WELL-BEING GOALS? 

Wellbeing goals are goals that include the 5 Keys of Success and our School Values, such as 

Organisation, Persistence, Confidence, Resilience, Getting Along and Integrity, Initiative, 

Respect, and Global Empathy. It‘s where 4E sets themselves up for success to high standards. 

The learning pit is a key learning tool to help us to improve on our wellbeing goals. It helps us 

to realise where we are at with our Wellbeing Goal in the Learning Pit. 

 
EXAMPLES OF STUDENT GOALS FROM OUR CLASS: 

 Organisation – Hannah  

Purpose - Because she is messy and does not know where she puts her stuff, and she is at 

the turning point in the learning pit.  

 

 Persistence – Ved 

Purpose - Gives up too easily. 

 

 Resilience – Hansi 

Purpose - Doesn’t want to be upset over small things and would like to improve on that.  
 
 

SOME OF 4E'S STRATEGIES FOR REACHING THEIR WELLBEING GOALS 

 Integrity – Chenitha 

If making promises to someone he tries to keep it.  
 

 Organisation – Hannah 

When she uses something she puts it back where she took it from.  
 

Wellbeing Goals    

By: Sanulya, Aaria & Keisha 4E 
 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The Kids Corner section of this fortnight’s newsletter have 
been written by Tanay (Year 6) who wrote about a recent 

holiday to Japan. 

 

“Yaawn!” I yawned “It's time to go on the bullet train!” While I was in the ‘land of pink flowers’ we 
had to go to a lot of places. I remembered it being a cold morning at the railway station. My karate 
coach, peers and I all bought a pink pass that would allow us to go on the bullet train. I had no idea 
where to go since there were crowds of people everywhere but my coach did. They had this really 
cool vending machine that had pretty cheap snacks and drinks, so I bought some grape juice. 
 
Then our train came. It was the most beautiful thing that I've ever seen. It was white and shiny. It also 
had a sleek structure and a long body. The bullet train had large square windows. Then as my coach 
and I entered the magnificent structure, we saw brilliance! There were green chairs with white spots 
and they also had smooth wooden armrests. 
 
As we sat down my bottom sank into the chair. It was very comfortable. I drank my grape juice 
slowly, waiting for the train to go. When we left the station, I felt the real speed of the bullet train. At 
first I was very scared, “Am I doing this correctly? Are we going at the speed of light? Did I forget to 
do something? ” I thought, but eventually I realised that I did everything okay and that's how it is 
supposed to be. 
 
As I relaxed, I saw everything! Buildings, parks and people! Though it was just a mere glimpse as we 
passed them at supersonic speed. It was overall a great experience seeing different people do 
different things. Then something disastrous happened. I felt a bit sick. I mean when you’re travelling 
at 350km/h you know you’re going to get sick and even though I couldn't feel the pressure, my 
stomach could. 
 
Then it all came out; Yes I vomited all over the floor! Everything just exploded. I felt sick and 
embarrassed that it was just me and nobody else. I was the centre of attention but in a bad way. As I 
kept spewing the ‘witch’s potion’ the janitor was called to clean it up. 
 
The janitor looked me in the eye like an angry tiger staring at its prey. After he cleaned up my mess, it was very 
awkward. As my coach started shouting at me, I noticed that we were arriving at the airport. After we stepped 
out of the bullet train, I felt a piece of me leaving my body. It was a memorable experience.  
 

Witten by Tanay – Yr 6 
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